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oday, everything and everyone is becoming more connected. From cloud computing 
to smartphones to social media, there has been a significant shift in technology and 
customers are creating more data than ever before. In fact, 90% of the world’s data has 
been created in the last two years alone1.

Despite these exciting advancements, sales teams are struggling to capitalise, and 82% of sales 
managers believe their reps are overwhelmed with the influx of customer data because it has 
broken their workflow2. On average, salespeople spend 28 hours per week in their email inbox3; 
however, to get the information required to move deals forward, sales reps need to access 15 
different data sources2.

As a result, 89% of executives believe their sales teams are missing opportunities because they 
can’t keep up with the stream of customer data2.

Drive Sales Performance with Relationship IntelligenceTM

Thankfully, there have been some incredible advances in computing technology that make it 
possible to process massive amounts of customer data in real time. The cost of computing has 
dropped significantly, and researchers have made huge leaps forward in the fields of machine 
learning and data science.

Using modern computing techniques, Salesforce has developed a revolutionary technology 
called Relationship Intelligence. By automatically collecting customer data and processing it in 
real time, Relationship Intelligence surfaces insights that help sales teams drive action – what to 
prioritise, who to email, and how to close more deals.

Smart Apps for Every Salesforce Customer
Rather than abstracting these insights into another application, Salesforce has created SalesforceIQ Inbox to bring 
Relationship Intelligence where reps work every day – their email inbox. Available on mobile and desktop, sales reps can 
now leverage customer data to sell smarter, anywhere.

Transform Your Inbox into a Smart CRM App
Reps live in their inbox. Connect all of their sales tools to the place where they 
are working, including Salesforce, calendar, and social media.

• Contextual CRM Data – See relevant Leads, Contacts, and Opportunities
on every email and get the information you need to move deals forward.

• Quick-Create – Keep your pipeline and forecast up-to-date by updating
CRM data without leaving your inbox.

• Automatic Data Capture – Reduce manual data entry when creating new
CRM records with fields automatically populated by Relationship Intelligence.

• Activity Logging – Provide context for your entire team by seamlessly logging
activity on every deal.

• Social Media – Get insights with contact profiles that are automatically
enriched with data from sources like LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.

1. SINTEF: “Big Data, for better or worse: 90% of world’s data generated over last two years.” ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 22 May 2013. 
2. CSO Insights: “Impact of Big Data on Sales Performance:  Why Big Data Should Be a Big Deal for Sales.” 2012
3. McKinsey & Company: “The social economy: Unlocking value and productivity through social technologies.” 2012.

“With Salesforce, 
we can easily 
keep everyone 
in the loop, 
and ensure a 
single source of 
truth about our 
activities with 
each account.” 
Nate Gemberling,  
Sales Manager, Infer

How to bring customer 
insights to your inbox

Sales Teams  
by the Numbers

http://www.salesforce.com/au/salesforceiq/overview/?d=70130000000t3vS
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Smart Add-On
Get access to all SalesforceIQ 
Inbox apps.
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For More Information 
Contact your account executive to learn 
how we can help you accelerate your 
CRM success.
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Never Miss an Opportunity
With so much customer signal, it is easy for things to slip through the cracks. Identify engaged prospects and stay on top of 
every deal with Relationship Intelligence.

• Suggested Follow-Up Reminders – Never forget to follow up with an interested customer with the help of proactive notifications.

• Smart Salesforce Tasks – Progress deals forward with next steps shown on every email.

• Read Receipts – Monitor customer engagement with alerts that notify you when customers read your emails.

Close More Deals with Fewer Clicks
Email like a pro. Supercharge your inbox with smart features that streamline your sales workflow.

• Smart Scheduling – Eliminate the back and forth and schedule meetings with ease by sharing your availability directly with customers.

• Salesforce Templates – Send amazing emails to every customer with rich email templates that you can share across your entire team.

• Cloud Storage – Easily send and receive email attachments with integrations to leading cloud storage providers, including Salesforce 
Files, Box, Dropbox, and Google Drive.

• Send Later – Deliver emails at the right time by scheduling when customers receive your messages.

Pricing and Compatibility

“Absolutely saved 
time, helped us 
close business 
quicker, and identify 
new opportunities.”
Sean Giancola,  
Chief Revenue Officer,  
New York Post
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